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A New Foreclosure Bill Has Reared Its Head And It Isn’t Pretty 

 

In previous updates, we provided information on a number of bills that could impact association.  

A new bill has come into play on the issue of foreclosures.  The bill was originally a health care 

lien act bill.  However, it was modified in a Senate Committee to drastically change how 

condominium associations lock in rights to assessments after a foreclosure and what they can 

collect.  The bill is Senate Bill 157 (SB 157) and can be found here: SB 157.  Simply put, unless 

associations are diligent and spend lots of money, they will not get anything.  

 

How does a condo association lock in assessments after a foreclosure? 

 

Under current law, an association must “institute” an action to collect assessments in order to lock 

in its rights, which is generally believed to require the filing of a lawsuit to collect.  SB 157 removes 

the requirement that an action by filed but replaces it with something far worse.  If SB 157 becomes 

law, an association that is named in the foreclosure lawsuit would have to give notice of the amount 

it is entitled to collect to the bank at least 14 days in advance of the foreclosure sale.  In addition, 

it has to record the same notice with the County Recorder of Deeds. 

 

The key date under SB 157 is the sheriff sale date.  Unfortunately, the bank does not have the 

obligation to notify the association of the date of the sheriff sale unless 1) the association files an 

appearance in the case and 2) files an answer in the case.  If the association does not and if the 

bank does not otherwise send notice to the association, the only way it will know a sheriff sale 

date if it sees the notice of sheriff sale in a newspaper.  Thus, associations would have to spend 

more on attorneys’ fees in the foreclosure case, which it likely will not recover. 

 

What is a condo association entitled to? 

 

Under current law, the association can recover up to six months of assessments, plus its costs and 

attorneys’ fees.  Under SB 157, the association can only recover up to six months of common 

expenses coming due immediately before the foreclosure sale.  While there is an argument that the 

association could recover its attorneys’ fees and costs (some places only address assessments and 

others provide for attorneys’ fees), it would only be limited to the 6 month period.  What’s insulting 

is that if the sheriff sale is continued, the association can only still recover up to the 6 month 

amount.  This will incentivize banks to try and play games about when they should hold their 

foreclosure sales. 

 

We expect that association will want to fight this bill as much as possible. 
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